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Abstract This paper deals with the development of a PIV system to measure the time evolution of the
velocity fields in a rotating diverging channel. The light sheet is produced by means of a continuous laser
diode and the images are taken with a high speed camera, both rotating with the channel. In this way a direct
and hence more accurate measurement of the time variation of the relative velocity is performed.
The rotating facility consists of a divergent channel of 0.7 m length and .079 m inlet hydraulic diameter and
is mounted on a 2.5 m rotating vertical disk. It reproduces the impeller passage of a Micro Gasturbine while
respecting the main scaling parameters. The facility allows an independent variation of the Reynolds number
u d
2ωd h
3
4
from 0. to 0.55. Mass flow is set by a
Re = m h from 2.9·10 to 3·10 , and Rotation number Ro =
υ
um
centrifugal blower at the inlet or by a throttling valve and measured with a Venturi tube.
Flow in micro Gasturbines is characterized by low Reynolds number, large Coriolis forces and a
considerable heat transfer. Accurate performance prediction and optimization of those devices are possible
only if the Navier- Stokes solvers correctly account for those phenomena.
PIV measurements were taken in a 53x 40 mm2 area, with a camera resolution of 640x 480 pixels2. In the
present measurement campaign a maximum velocity of 3.2 m/s is measured at 3 kHz and 130 µs exposure
time setting of the camera and a maximum rotation speed of 60 RPM. The facility is designed to measure
relative velocities up to 5 m/s at 160 RPM.
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Reynolds number
Rotation number
channel inlet average velocity
channel inlet hydraulic diameter
rotation velocity
kinematic viscosity
half channel length
focal number
magnification factor
laser light wavelength
streamwise and perpendicular axis
streamwise velocity component
signal to noise ratio
seeding particle diameter
separation time
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1. Introduction
Micro Gasturbines operate with the same thermodynamic and kinematic quantities as
conventional macro gasturbines but have very small dimensions. Rotor diameter can be as small as
4 mm. As a consequence, the Reynolds number can be very low. These machines have a centrifugal
turbine and compressor rotating up to 2·106 RPM. Hence the effects of Coriolis forces on the
pressure and suction side boundary layers cannot anymore be neglected. Due to the small
dimensions, the hot turbine is close to the compressor, therefore the flow in the impeller is heated
creating buoyancy effects. Finally, micromachining is capable of creating millimeter-scale rotors,
but roughness is relatively high. Verifying Navier Stokes solvers at these extreme conditions is
required before reliable perform predictions can be made. Effects of Coriolis forces and low
Reynolds number will be studied in this first part of the experimental study. Roughness and heating
will be considered in later experiments in the frame of the Micro Gasturbines project.

Fig. 1. Schematic view on the micro Gas Turbine under development at VKI, (centrifugal compressor
diameter: 20 mm; rotational speed: 5·105 RPM (see Verstraete et al. 2006).

The non-dimensional parameters needed to model correctly the flow in the centrifugal compressor,
are the Reynolds number and the Rotation number:
u d
2ωd h
Re = m h
Ro =
υ
um
Rotation number represents the ratio of the Coriolis to inertial forces. It is the inverse of the Rossby
number, used in geophysical applications. The first study of the influence of these parameters on
rotating diverging channels dates back to 1970s. Experimental campaigns were performed on
rotating two-dimensional diffusers by Johnston et al. at Stanford (1975). An early experimental
campaign on rotating diverging channel was also conducted at MIT by Moore (1973). Koyama
(1997) contributed to a better understanding of the flow in rotating diffusers. Static- total pressure
and velocity measurements in combination with flow visualizations highlighted the presence of two
contra-rotating vortices characterizing the secondary flow. The theoretical and qualitative effects of
rotation on the stability of the boundary layers were also studied by Van den Braembussche et al.
(1981).
When in equilibrium, the local Coriolis force on a flow particle in the boundary layer close to the
leading side wall (‘pressure side’) of the blade to blade plane, is balanced by the pressure gradient.
As soon as it moves in a direction perpendicular to the wall, the Coriolis forces will no longer be in
equilibrium with the local pressure gradient and the particle will be pushed further away from its
initial position. The flow is therefore destabilized by rotation and the boundary layer turbulence
level is increased. On the trailing side wall (‘suction side’), particles will always be pushed back to
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their initial position. The transition from laminar to turbulent is delayed or suppressed and the
boundary layer is said to be stabilized. However, laminar boundary layers will more likely separate,
resulting in an increase of the losses.
The aforementioned measurements are sometimes contradictory and not sufficiently detailed.
Moreover, the range of the main parameters does not cover the one required in the Micro
Gasturbines project.
In the last 20 years Particle Image Velocimetry is established as a measurement tool capable of
giving very detailed 2D flow fields (see Raffel et al 1998, Scarano 2001). More recently, time
resolved (TR) PIV is developed to provide time variations of the flow quantities. At present, efforts
are towards the increase of maximum measurable velocity with a good spatial resolution. PIV was
also used in the literature to measure flow fields in rotating channels. Bons and Kerrebrock at MIT
(1998, 1999) made PIV measurements in a rotating, heated rectangular channel. In their
experimental layout, a CCD camera and a Nd- YAG laser are stationary and triggered at each
passage of the rotating channel. The channel dimension are limited (10 mm hydraulic diameter) and
so is the spatial resolution. Measurements in a plane perpendicular to the bottom wall are not
possible. Moreover, the quality of the measurements close to the side walls is very limited. The
small relative velocity in the boundary layers is obtained by subtracting a large peripheral velocity
from the large measured absolute velocity. Similar considerations can be made about the results
obtained by Servouze et al. (2003) using a stationary pulsed laser light source and a digital camera
to measure the flow in a channel with 20 mm hydraulic diameter.
A different approach was chosen by Bharadwaj (2002) at the University of Kentucky and recently
by Iacovides in Manchester (2005). Both placed a mirror on the axis of rotation of the channels, to
make the laser sheet rotate with the test section. Different solutions were adopted with respect to the
CCD camera. Iacovides put the camera in rotation and connected it to a transmitter fixed on the
rotating platform. However no PIV results in rotation are shown in the paper. Bharadwaj placed the
camera stationary in the axis of rotation and used a rotoscope. He showed velocity fields in rotation
only in planes perpendicular to the main channel axis.
No PIV studies in rotating diffusers are known so far, neither with stationary pulsed lasers, nor with
rotating laser light source and camera.
Present PIV measurements in a rotating diffuser are made by placing both the laser light source
and the camera in rotation. This overcomes the limitations of the studies presented in the literature
such as small channel dimensions leading to poor spatial resolution, impossibility to measure in
planes perpendicular to the bottom wall or to acquire an accurate time evolution of the relative
velocity vectors. The construction of the experimental facility and selection of instrumentation are
presented in next paragraph. The first time series of measurements fields taken in rotation will be
presented and evaluated in section 3.

2. Experimental Apparatus and Measurement Method
The facility consists of a 2.5 m disk rotating around a horizontal axis (Fig.2a). Fixed on it, is a
0.7 m long rectangular diverging channel simulating a centrifugal impeller passage (Fig.2b).
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a.

b.

Fig. 2. Front and back side view on the rotating facility

The channel has 0.01 m thick Plexiglas walls and an inlet hydraulic diameter of 0.079 m. The wall
on which the laser light impinges is made of polished steel. This allows a sharp image of the wall
and the reflected light increases the light scattered from the particles. The back side wall is painted
black to avoid reflections and background noise.
A honeycomb is placed at both the inlet and outlet of the diffuser. In the first case it smoothes
out the flow disturbances due to the rotating inlet duct and the local 90° turn. At the outlet it reduces
the cross flow due the absence of periodicity of geometry and flow. The desired velocity is set by a
variable speed blower or by a throttling valve in case the flow induced by the rotating channel
exceeds the target value. The mass flow is measured by means of a Venturi in the inlet. Stationary
and rotating parts of the pipe are connected by a rotary seal. A 10 channels slipring from ‘IEC
Corporation’ passes the 220V electrical power and triggering signals to the rotating disk. A variable
speed DC motor drives the disk to maximum 160 RPM. A VKI built smoke generator produces fine
vaporized oil particles with a typical size in the range of 1 to 3 µm diameter. It consists of a plate
heated at 180°C, and is fed by compressed air at 1.8 bars. A uniform mixing in the test section is
achieved by smoke injection with a small tube inserted in the main flow pipe shortly upstream of
the rotating shaft. Seeding coming out radially from the rotating channel is aspirated by a stationary
collector connected to an aspiration system (Fig. 2b). The same structure also serves safety
purposes.
The Vision Research “Phantom” 7.1 CMOS high speed camera is designed as a “stand alone”
device. It has 1 GB internal memory and can collect images without being connected to an external
device. Reynolds number similarity with the flow in a micro GT radial impeller requires
measurements of the velocity up to a maximum of 5 m/s. Given a desired measuring area with 45 to
60 mm lateral dimension, good post processing requires at least a 640x 480 pixel2 resolution (using
a 50mm lens) to have 2-3 pixels for each particle. Considering also a 10 pixels maximum
displacement during the separation time (i.e.: time between two consecutive images), results in a
required frame rate between 5333 and 7100 Hz. This is in agreement with the camera maximum
acquisition frame rate of 7300 Hz at 640x 480. The high speed camera can measure up to 160 kHz
but at only 32x 32 pixels resolution. The exposure time of each image can be reduced to a minimum
of 2 µs. This feature allows regulating the amount of light collected when using a continuous laser
light source.
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The CMOS camera sensor pixel size is 22 x 22 µm, which is larger than the typical 6- 10 µm lateral
dimension of a pixel of a CCD camera. Each particle could activate less than 3 pixels required for
the diameter and lead to ‘peak locking’. Calculated displacements would then be biased toward
integer values of pixels. In present case this has been avoided thanks to the combination of
different effects. The laser diodes achieve relatively high power at 806 nm. The effective diameter
of the particle image is: d eff =

(M

2

)

2
d p2 + d diff
, where d diff = 2.44 f # (M + 1)λ . The focal number

can be considered constant and equal to the minimum possible: 1.8 in our case. This in order to
collect the maximum amount of light, as the energy released during the exposure time by a 25
Watts continuous laser is as low as 4 mJ (at 160 µs exposure time). M is set by the requirements of
spatial resolution and correct sizing of particles. Therefore the diameter of image of the particle will
be bigger for a λ= 806 nm than the one obtained from a ~500 nm visible laser light normally used in
PIV. The laser diode is used in continuous mode. The particles move during the exposure time,
creating small streaks proportionally to the velocity. Since one measures at low Reynolds numbers,
the exposure time can be adjusted such that the particle moved just enough to have a correct sizing
in terms of sensor pixels.
A visual check was performed in the images to assure a 3 pixels particle diameter. The histogram in
fig. 3 shows a distribution of particle displacements along the X- axis for 20 velocity fields close to
the wall, at Re= 16900. The peak corresponds to the bulk velocity displacement.

Fig. 3. Example histogram of measured particle displacement.

The lens used is a Nikon Nikkor, 50 mm focal length, f/1.8, together with a 12 mm ring. With
this lens, one could obtain a depth of field of around 1 mm, leaving no space to misalignment
between camera and laser light sheet eventually caused by vibrations during rotation.
Laser diodes are very compact and light devices capable of providing relatively high power (up
to 50 Watts). They are air cooled by forced convection with a fan and can be mounted on a rotating
disk. The electrical power supply is transmitted through the slipring. The laser diode module is from
“Unique Mode” and consists of two parts: the ‘VAS00300’ power supply and the ‘UM25k’ laser
diode. It has 25 Watts maximum power at 806 nm wavelength and it is coupled in a N.A.= 0.22,
200 µm core diameter fiber cable. The cable uses standard SMA 905 connectors.
A laser plane is generated by means of a compact optics module (also built on specific request by
Unique Mode): it has 16° total aperture, and a maximum thickness in the measuring zone of 2 mm.
Considering the Gaussian distribution of light, the zone where the intensity is at least .85 of the
maximum intensity peak, one has a maximum of 1 mm thickness. Even with a multimode type fiber
cable an homogeneous laser sheet is produced without noticeable speckle. A fiber cable was
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preferred to bulk optics because less sensitive to vibrations during rotation and it allows a visual
light pilot beam.
The laser diode and the power supply were fixed on the disk close to the rotation axis (Fig. 4).
The high speed camera is enclosed in a metal box to protect it. The camera can slide vertically
inside the box with respect to the disk allowing measurements on the whole diffuser depth. The box
is fixed on a structure and can be displaced to measure at all locations along the diffuser and in the
transverse direction. Also the fiber cable is securely fixed on the disk, since any movement could
change laser sheet properties. The module with the optics to generate the laser blade is fixed on the
same camera mounting structure. The vertical movement is again obtained by a rail and a turning
screw.

Fig. 4. Close up of the rotating channel, camera and laser diode module.

3. Results and Discussion
The chosen measurement area is a plane parallel to the channel bottom wall, at mid channel
height and midway between inlet and outlet. The area between wall and midsection was covered by
two slightly overlapping measurement zones of 53x 40 mm2 each (Fig.5).
Changing the sense of rotation allows measuring on pressure and on suction side by acquiring data
in the some zone. The Laser diode was used in continuous mode at 23 Watts power. The spatial
resolution is 11.6 mm/pixel. Frame rate of acquisition was 1700 and 3000 Hz, with an exposure
time of 160 and 130 µs respectively. One thousand images are recorded at constant time interval for
each acquisition. The movies proved to be interesting time resolved flow visualization, providing
qualitative information on the flow structures.
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Fig. 5. Simplified sketch of the channel: measurement zones and principal dimensions in mm.

Re

Ro

RPM

um

∆t

Exposure time

[m/s]

[µs]

[µs]

11285

0; 0.13; 0.33

0; 16; 40

2

588

160

16900

0; 0.13; 0.33

0; 20; 60

3

331

130

Table 1. Measuring conditions and parameters

Images are processed using WI.D.I.M., a software developed at VKI by Riethmuller and Scarano
(1999), (2000). It performs a cross- correlation with windows displacement according to a predictor
vector, followed by an iterative grid refinement and windows distortion. The code also uses a
Gaussian sub- pixel interpolation to compute the displacements. Following parameters settings are
used: 48x 48 pixels initial windows size, 2 refinement steps, and 50% overlapping. 8295 vectors are
obtained in each zone, with a vector separation of 6x 6 pixels. The quality of each instantaneous
flow field is controlled by means of the signal/ noise ratio (SN) and the number of non- valid
vectors, determined by comparing each vector to the neighboring ones. Non valid vectors were
limited to a 1% maximum.
Fig. 6 depicts a mean SN distribution obtained at 2m/s inlet velocity and Ro= 0.33 (1000 couples).
Values over 4 are well distributed in the whole area. Highest values were obtained in the lateral
zones closer to the wall thanks to the laser light reflected back from the polished steel wall. The
lateral decrease of SN is due to the Gaussian distribution of the light.
Using Kline- McClintock (1953) analysis, one could estimate an uncertainty based on the inlet
velocity um of 1%.

Fig. 6 Example of mean Signal to Noise ratio distribution obtained in rotation.
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The approach of Riethmuller and Lourenco (1981) is used to compute the mean flow fields. The
mean flow field is first computed using 2000 instantaneous flow fields in the same zone. From this
one could conclude that maximum streamwise turbulence intensity is around 0.2%. Considering a
95% confidence level and a 1% error on the mean velocity, it was concluded that 1000
instantaneous flow fields are needed to compute statistically correct averaged flow fields. They are
presented in Figs. 7, 8, 9 and 10.

a.

b.

c.

Fig. 7. Velocity profiles for Re= 11285: non rotating case (a), Ro= 0.13 (b) and Ro= 0.33 (c); suction side.

a.

b.

c.

Fig. 8. Velocity profiles for Re= 16900: non rotating case (a), Ro= 0.13 (b) and Ro= 0.33 (c); suction side.

Fig. 7 a, b and c show the mean flow field for Reynolds number 11285 , in the non rotating case
and on the suction side for Ro=0.13 and Ro= 0.33. The streamwise velocity component is plotted,
together with the velocity vectors. For the sake of image readability, only one profile per 7 is
shown. A very good overlapping was obtained between the two different acquisition zones,
indicating a good accuracy. The increasing influence of rotation on the boundary layer can be
noticed, thanks to the high level of detail of the measurements. Boundary layer thickness increases
with rotation. At Ro= 0.33, the boundary layer has a very reduced streamwise velocity component
and is close to separation.
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Figures 8 a, b and c show the same plots in the same measurement zone, but for a higher inlet
velocity corresponding to a 66% higher Reynolds number. Vector length scale is the same as on
fig.7. Only one velocity profile out of nine is shown. The velocity profile shape is more turbulent in
the non rotating case and the velocity profile gets weaker with increasing rotation. No separation
occurs on the suction side at highest Rotation number.

a.

b.

Fig. 9. Velocity profiles for Re= 11285: Ro= 0.13 (a) and Ro= 0.33 (b); pressure side.

a.

b.

Fig. 10. Velocity profiles for Re= 16900: Ro= 0.13 (a) and Ro= 0.33 (b); pressure side.

Figures 9 and 10 show the velocity profiles on the pressure side respectively for Reynolds
number 11285 and 16900 and for increasing Rotation number. Boundary layer thickness on the
pressure side reduces with increasing Rotation and Reynolds numbers. These measured turbulent
boundary layers are less likely to separate.
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a.

b.

Fig. 11. Instantaneous velocity vectors and vorticity, stationary case; (a): Re 11285, (b) Re 16900.

a.

b.

Fig. 12. Instantaneous velocity vectors and vorticity, Ro= 0.33, suction side; (a): Re 11285, (b) Re 16900.

a.
b.
Fig. 13. Instantaneous velocity vectors and vorticity, Ro= 0.33, pressure side; (a): Re 11285, (b) Re 16900.
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Figs. 11, 12 and 13 show instantaneous velocity vectors and vorticity distributions in the
measurement zone close to the wall. One vector out of two is plotted, again for the sake of image
readability. Vorticity scales and vectors length are the same as indicated on fig.11 for the same
Reynolds number (same column).
Fig. 11 shows the plots for the stationary case, for the two Reynolds numbers. Vorticity value
increases with increasing Reynolds number. In both cases vorticity is well confined close to the side
wall of the diverging channel and most of the vectors are parallel to the channel axis.
Fig. 12 shows the suction side at the same Reynolds numbers, but with Ro equal to the maximum
value 0.33. The consequences of rotation are clear. What appears immediately is the different
distribution of vorticity. No longer just close to the wall and with one sign. It is more
homogeneously distributed in space and also contra- rotating vortices are present. Also some
velocity vectors have a strong Y component. The PIV pictures recorded for this measurements show
particles that move backward close to the wall. This motion is not continuous, but associated with
some flow structures that later in time are washed out and transported downstream by the bulk flow.
Finally, Fig. 13 presents the flow near the pressure side for the two Reynolds numbers. Vorticity
is again well confined in the space closed to the wall in both cases. The plots show higher values
with respect to the case of no rotation (Fig. 11). Vectors show again a preferential direction parallel
to the main channel axis.
Some turbulence structures of the boundary layers are highlighted by the distribution of
vorticity. Their evolution in size, shape and position has been tracked in time thanks to TR PIV.
The eduction of the coherent structures from the measured data will be carried out in future studies.

4. Conclusions
Concluding, the laser diode module and high speed camera were chosen because their
characteristics best suited the requirements to perform PIV in rotation: i.e. the possibility to store
images during rotation, light and compact laser light source with air cooling.
The rotating facility proved to give accurate results both in non rotating and in rotating case.
Detailed measurements in space and time domain highlighted the increasing influence of Ro on the
boundary layer behavior. The suction side flow is stabilized by rotation and the boundary layer
thickness increases. At Ro= 0.33, recorded movies and time resolved flow fields show intermittent
backflow. Flow is destabilized on the pressure side. It is more turbulent and less likely to separate.
The vorticity is confined in a small area close to the wall resulting in a reduced boundary layer
thickness.
The system provides accurate data that can be used to quantify the effects of rotation on
turbulence and to validate turbulence models in the Navier- Stokes solvers.
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